November 2019 Newsletter
Hello families of Countryside Child Care Center! As we enter the month of November,
we have some updates and reminders:
*Let’s wear the color BROWN in honor of the color of the month on Wednesday
November 20th.
*On Monday November 25th we will be serving a Thanksgiving feast for lunch!
*The center will be closed on Thursday November 28th and Friday November 29th.
*Please remember to label all of your child’s belongings and check their folder daily!

In the infant room, the babies will continue their daily routine of story time, singing songs
and doing projects! They will work on fine and gross motor skills when doing floor play!
In the infant/toddler room, the children will do a project each day focusing on the themes
Space, community helpers, England and Thanksgiving! They will have fun bingo
dobbing an astronaut and use their fine motor and sensory skills when foam painting the
Earth!
In the toddler preschool classrooms, they will do projects and portfolio work each day.
The project themes are Space, Community helpers, England and Thanksgiving.
Portfolio will focus on the letters G H I, the color Brown, number 3, shape circle and skill
opposites. They will be creating super cute gourd suncatchers as well as handprint
turkeys!!!
In the preschool classroom, the children will use their fine and gross motor skills when
completing projects each day. The projects will focus on the themes Space, Community
helpers, England and Thanksgiving. Portfolio will consist of the letters G H I, the color
Brown, number 3, shape circle and skill opposites. The preschoolers will really enjoy
making a pretty glittery rocket as well as a bubble wrap corn painting!!
In the pre-k classroom, the children will continue to prepare for kindergarten by working
on writing and reading aloud their first and last names. They will also do a project as
well as portfolio work each day. This month the themes are Space, community helpers,
England and Thanksgiving! Their portfolio work will focus on the letters G H I, the color
brown, number 3, shape circle and skill opposites! They will identify numbers and colors
while completing the color by number pilgrims as well as use their math skills for “star
addition!”

If you have any questions feel free to speak with us,
Bonnie & Erin

